A new reproducibility index is developed and studied. This index is the correlation between the two readings that fall on the 450 line through the origin. It is simple to use and possesses desirable properties. The statistical properties of this estimate can be satisfactorily evaluated using an inverse hyperbolic tangent transformation. A Monte Carlo experiment with 5,000 runs was performed to confirm the estimate's validity. An application using actual data is given.
Introduction
In an assay validation or an instrument validation process, the reproducibility of the measurements from trial to trial is of interest. Also, when a new assay or instrument is developed, it is of interest to evaluate whether the new assay can reproduce the results based on a traditional gold-standard assay (Westgard and Hunt, 1973; Bauer and Kennedy, 1981). Such validation processes are often evaluated by using the Pearson correlation coefficient, the paired t-test, the least squares analysis of slope (= 1) and intercept (= 0), the coefficient of variation, or the intraclass correlation coefficient. There' are drawbacks to all of these, however, in that none alone can fully assess the desired reproducibility characteristics. For example, to evaluate the blood cell counter for hematology analysis in a laboratory, it is desirable to have duplicates of the same blood sample measurement by the counter at different times (usually at most 1 day apart) yield results as close together as possible. If we plot the first measurement against the second measurement of the red blood cell counts for all blood samples available, we would like to see, within a tolerable error, that the measurements fall on a 45? line through the origin (45'). The Pearson correlation coefficient measures a linear relationship but fails to detect any departure from the 45' line (see Figure 1) . The paired t-test fails (see Figure 2 ) to detect poor agreement in pairs of data such as (1, 3), (2, 3), (3, 3), (4, 3), and (5, 3). Combining the above two methods cannot detect poor agreement in pairs of data such as (1, 2.8), (2, 2.9), (3, 3.0), (4, 3.1), and (5, 3.2). The least squares approach fails to detect departure from intercept equal to 0 and slope equal to 1 if data are very scattered (see Figure 3 , lower plot). In other words, the more the data are scattered (nonreproducible), the less chance one could reject the hypothesis. The least squares approach can reject a highly reproducible assay due to very small residual error (see Figure 3 , upper plot). This is also true if the paired t-test is used (see Figure 2 , lower plot). The coefflcient of variation and the intraclass correlation coefficient allow duplicate readings to be interchangeable. In other words, these methods consider duplicate readings as replicates (random) rather than two distinct readings. Two In each run, Pc, Z, and their standard errors based on the sample counterparts of (1) and (2) were calculated. The mean, standard deviation (Std), test statistic value (D), and Pvalue for normality based on 5,000 runs are reported in Table 1 Table 2 . The "bootstrapped" Spc tended to overestimate in cases 1, 2, and 3, and to underestimate in case 5. Based on the value of D in Table 1 , the distribution of ,c was closer to normality when Pc was closer to 0, and/or when n became larger.
The asymptotic standard error of Z using sample counterparts of (2) was very close to the true standard error in each of the 15 situations in this study. The bootstrap estimates tended to underestimate when n = 10 and were very close to the value of the square root of expression (2) (using sample counterparts) multiplied by J(n -2)/n. In Table 1 , the distribution of Z was much closer to normality than that of 'c since the D value of Z was much smaller in each of the 15 situations. The normality hypothesis was not rejected, even with 5,000 runs, except for case 4, n = 20 and case 5, n = 10. Even for these two situations, the distributions were sufficiently close to normality for practical purposes. The largest D value of Z, among the 15 situations considered, was .017:
The asymptotic normality of 'c and Z for data from nonnormal distributions was also examined. Additional Monte Carlo simulations were performed, using SAS software, for data from the uniform and Poisson distributions. Paired samples were generated for cases 1, 3, and 5 from the uniform distribution after standardization. Standardization refers to uniform variates on the interval (0, 1) minus .5, multiplied by . Paired samples were also generated for the same cases from the Poisson distribution after standardization. Standardization here refers to Poisson variates with mean 9 minus 9, divided by 3. The sample sizes used were n = 10 and n = 50. The results are provided in Table 3 for the uniform distribution and in Table 4 for the Poisson distribution. Table 2 Actual and bootstrapped estimation of ap, and oj (n = 10) based on 5,000 runs The asymptotic normality of Pc and Z for samples from the uniform (short-tailed, symmetric) and Poisson (long-tailed, asymmetric to the right) distributions is very similar to that for samples from the normal distribution. These results demonstrate that Z is robust for samples from uniform and Poisson distributions. A very encouraging result is that it is robust even with a sample size of 10.
Examples
Two examples are considered that investigate the following two questions:
(1) Can a "Portable $ave" machine (actual name withheld) reproduce a gold-standard machine in measuring total bilirubin in blood? If one chose to use the paired t-test (Ppt in Table 5 ), luckily one would draw the correct conclusions in this example. If one chose to use the least squares analysis (P1s in Table 5 ), the hypothesis of zero intercept and unit slope by the M.T. would be strongly rejected (P < .0001), much more so than that by the nurse (P = .002) and by the S-VP (P = .017), due to a near-zero residual error. The least squares analysis results contradict intuition. The smaller the residual error (more precision), the more likely one would reject zero intercept and unit slope. On the other hand, the larger the residual error (less precision), the less likely one would reject.
The coefficient of variation (CV in Table 5 ) works well in this example, although one might decide that a CV of 7.98% (by the M.T.) is not acceptable (greater than 5%). The intraclass correlation coefficient (ri in Table 5 ) works very well and is nearly identical to P, in this example. This coefficient will give results similar to those for ', most of the time. However, it will give a negative value when the paired readings are uncorrelated. It cannot distinguish bias from imprecision, which can be characterized by u, v, and r when Pc is used.
In the second example, 10 materials, varying from nontoxic to highly toxic, were evaluated by two biochemical in-vitro assays. The two assays were cellular adenosine triphosphate activity using cell line 76 (ATP-76), and cellular adhesion using cell line 74 (CLA-74). These two assays are commonly used in screening the toxicity of materials for use in medical devices. The results are expressed as percent cell function. The lower the value, the higher the toxicity. Two independent trials, approximately 1 week apart, were performed. The purpose was to assess the reproducibility between trials of each assay for material screening. The data are plotted in Figure 5 . Figure 5 shows that ATP-76 had much better agreement than CLA-74 between the two trials. Table 6 
Conclusion
The concordance correlation coefficient, which is used to evaluate the agreement between paired readings, has desirable characteristics. It is simple to use. Its estimate using the sample counterparts is consistent and has asymptotic normality for bivariate normal data. However, its statistical properties (consistency and asymptotic normality) can be much improved by using the inverse hyperbolic tangent transformation (Z-transformation). It is also robust against samples from the uniform and Poisson distributions even with small sample sizes.
Future Studies
This index can be generalized to evaluate agreements among more than two readings. The multiple-reading counterpart is This asymptotic variance depends on the parameter pc much more than C(z does. Like Fisher's Z-transformation on the sample correlation coefficient, the Z approaches normality much more rapidly than the Pc as confirmed by the Monte Carlo study in this paper.
